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	Text5: The civic space for independent local organizations has been shrinking in recent years, with over one hundred states having introduced restrictive laws limiting the activities of civil society organizations (CSOs). The crackdown on CSOs not only takes place in authoritarian countries such as Russia, Egypt, and China, but is also witnessed in some democratic states including Israel and Canada. In particular, the supervision and control of aiding activities by various external agencies targeting local CSOs have been deepened and extended. How have donor agencies, including governments, inter-governmental organizations (IOs), and transnational non-governmental organizations (NGOs), responded to such an increasingly repressive environment? Do they simply stop assistance programs, insist on their previous aid strategies, or make strategic adjustment in their operations?This puzzle remains under-studied in the existing literature either on foreign aids or CSOs . Despite abundant research on the incentive, typology, and effect of assistance strategies employed by external donors to empower local CSOs, few studies have explored what these agencies do in response to the changing political and legislative environment they work within. In the literature on organizational behaviors, existing theories often view organizations as rational actors with varying degree of autonomy and capacity, with organizational behavior determined by both internal and external factors. Internal factors relate to organizations’ normative concerns and material interests, whereas external factors include inter-agency competition and the available resource pool. Although these theoretical perspectives are helpful in terms of recognizing the difference in organizational behaviors and the rationale behind them, they pay little attention to the continuous changes of broader contexts, overlooking the persistent and dynamic process through which an organization adjusts its behaviors according to evolving contexts. Based on an in-depth case study of China, this paper explores the adjustment of organizational behaviors in response to contextual dynamics, with special attention to the Ford Foundation, the most recognized and pioneering donor . Since 2011, China’s crackdown on domestic civil society has been intensified significantly, especially in areas perceived as politically sensitive such as labor rights. The paper looks into a prominent donor agency for Chinese civil society: the Ford Foundation. As the first INGO establishing an office in China, The Ford pioneered in civil society assistance in China, played a critical role in creating and strengthening grassroots NGOs and intra-networks in the last decades. Its adjustments of assistance strategies in China post-2011 are analyzed, through overview of grant-making decisions, program materials, public statements, and media reports, combined with interviews with key staff. The study provides new insight into changes in organizational behaviors, as well as the interactions between external donors and domestic politics in authoritarian contexts.
	Text6: Xinyu Yuan is a PhD candidate in Political Science/International Relations at the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies (IHEID) and is a research assistant of the SNSF-funded project “Coherence or Contestation: Chinese, Japanese and Russian Approaches to the Transformation of Peacebuilding Practices” at the Centre on Conflict, Development and Peacebuilding (CCDP). Before joining CCDP, Xinyu worked for the project “Explaining International Organizations’ Mission Creep: How international Bureaucrats Shape Bioethics” at Global Governance Center.Xinyu holds a Master's Degree in International Politics from Zhejiang University, in Hangzhou, China. During her master’s study, she was offered an exchange program by Erasmus Mobility and studied at the University of Trento in Italy for six months. She translated two chapters of the book “The Global Transformation: History, Modernity and the Making of International Relations” (by Barry Buzan and George Lawson) into Chinese. She was also a research assistant of the project “13th Five-Year Plan for the Development of Civic Culture of Zhejiang”, funded by the Bureau of Civil Affairs of Zhejiang Province, China.Xinyu did a few internships at local grassroots NGOs in China, including the Social Enterprise Research Center (SERC) and GreenZhejiang, during which she was involved extensively in policy research and implementation of environmental initiatives. She thus developed a strong interest in the interactions between state, civil society, and international actors. Her current Ph.D. project looks into the various mechanisms that external players employ to empower local civil society in authoritarian contexts. 


